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There are two Rotary Mode Core Sampling (RMCS) systems that obtain core samples of nuclear waste from various underground tanks. The two primary pieces of equipment in each RMCS system are the RMCS truck and the Exhauster. There are several pieces of RMCS system equipment that are time of day and date aware. This makes those pieces ofequipment, and any supporting software, possibly vulnerable to several potential problems related to the approaching Year 2000 (Y2K) rollover.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
All field equipment, and software, associated with RMCS operations was evaluated or tested for Y2K compliance. All field equipment that uses date information passed the Y2K tests with the exception of two laptop computers used to support data acquisition and maintenance activities. The two laptops have been replaced and checked for proper operation for their intended functions using existing software. The new laptops, using the same datalogger support software, passed all Y2K tests. After a new, future, date and time were entered the unit was de-energized. After several minutes the unit was re-energized and checked to insure that the new date and time settings were retained. The data recorded during testing was processed by VGRNet software and the resulting test data is listed in Appendix C Test Data. The recorded data was processed on a computer that was configured for each of the previously listed test case dales prior to processing the test data. This insured that the VGRNet software had no Y2K problcms and can process Y2K data as well. The recorded data from a 3.5" floppy disk and the magnetic tape cartridge was processed during this test to insure both types of media have no Y2K problems.
SCOPE
Configuring the computer to the test cases previously listed and then running the software tested the software packages.
TEST RESULTS

5.1
The only piece of equipment on RMCST 3 and 4 that is "aware" ofthe date and time of day is the Angus Electronics VGRTM 16 data logger listed in Section 3.2 EQUIPMENT LIST. The data logger passed all Y2K compliance tests and is fully Y2K compliant. The following 
RMCS EXHAUSTERS
PASS JCA/7-9-98 PASS JCA/7-9-98 PASS JCA/7-9-98 PASS JCAi7-9-98 PASS JCAl7-9-98 PASS JCAi7-9-98
The Exhausters (€3 & C) each have two devices that are date "aware". The EurotherdChessell data logger and Eberline AMS-4 CAM listed in Section 3.2 EQUIPMENT LIST are time and date "aware". The data logger passed all Y2K compliance tests and is fully Y2K compliant. The following table details the testing performed. The data loggers on the Exhausters record data on paper, not electronically (on disk or memory card). The data logger is configured to print out a status report once every four hours and prints a brief message when an alarm or out of tolerance condition occurs. Attempts were made to contact he manufacturer concerning a Y2K statement of compliance or non-compliance. The manufacturer provided neither. , The x-ray systems listed in Section 3.2 EQUIPMENT LIST have two pieces of equipment on them that are dateitime "aware". The videocassette recorder (VCR) and image processor both possess date and time information. The x-ray images that are recorded, and or printed, have the date manually typed in along with other information (tankiriser ID, segment #, etc.) about the sample being examined. The dateitime functions on both pieces of equipment are not used on any ofthe x-ray systems. Therefore, no Y2K compliance testing, or remedial action, was needed or performed on the x-ray systems.
LAPTOP COMPUTERS & SOFTWARE
The Toshiba laptop computer listed in Section 3.2 EQUIPMENT LIST was tested for Y2K compliance and failed. The WJNAMS software package was tested for Y2K compliance on the AST desktop computer listed in Section 3.2 EQUIPMENT LIST. The computer was run in a stand-alone MS-DOS mode and did not interface with HLAN N N M N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N 
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